List of Cancer Key Words:
To maintain membership status, investigators must continue to engage in cancer-relevant and/or cancer-related research and/or clinical trials. To that end, publications and grants will be reviewed quarterly. To ensure that publications and grants/trials can be easily determined to be cancer-related and membership status can be maintained we ask that some of the following keywords/fragments be included in abstracts:

- AML
- adenocarc
- cancer
- carcin
- chemoprevention
- chemother
- colonograph
- colonoscop
- glioblastoma
- glioma
- Hodgkin
- hpv
- leukae
- leukem
- lymphoma
- malign
- medulloblas
- melano
- metasta
- myelo
- neoplasm
- neuroblastoma
- onco
- radiothe
- sarco
- stem cell trans
- tumor